
DAF - AD1 Module fitting instructions 

Step 1. 
Clear the SCR and Engine control units of any fault codes prior to fitting the AD1 module to the truck. 
Once this is done please make sure the ignition is switched off before carrying out the installation. 
 
Step 2.  
Open the junction box located on the passenger side underneath the front grill 
 

                           
 
Locate Connect 56-D. On this plug there is a Red and Yellow wire which are entwined together 
Join the White wire from the AD1 to the RED wire on the truck 
Join the Green wire from the AD1 to the YELLOW Wire on the truck 
Join the RED Wire from the AD1 to pin 3 on connector 9A, this should be IGN live, please check it. 
Join the Black wire from the AD1 to the earth point located on 10C 
DO NOT CUT ANY WIRES, JUST JOIN INTO THEM 
 
Step 3. 
Once all connections are made properly please turn on the ignition but do not start the engine, leave 
the ignition on for 10 seconds while the AD1 module learns and adapts to the truck. After this time 
please switch off the ignition. 
 
Step 4. 
Now locate fuse E357 labelled ‘SCR’ which is located in the dashboard, passenger side.  
Remove this fuse to shut down the Adblue system. 
Now start the engine as normal, The Adblue gauge should now show about ¼ full regardless of the 
actual level in the tank.  
 
Job Complete....... 
 
Note: If you require the Adblue system to be activated again then you must turn off the ignition then 
replace the fuse which you removed in step 5. If the fuse is installed then the Adblue system will be 
active, if it is out then the module will take over. Never remove or replace the fuse with the ignition 
switched on! 
 
 
Legal Disclaimer 
 

ECUFLASH supplies this module to allow trucks to be downgraded from Euro5 to Euro3/4 specification. This unit should 
only be used off road or outside the European Union where Adblue is not available. ECUFLASH Ltd takes not responsibility 
for improper use of this module. 


